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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new timing generation method is proposed for the performance analysis of embedded software. The time stamp generation of I/O accesses is crucial to performance estimation and architecture exploration in the timed functional simulation, which simulates the whole design at a functional level with timing. A portable compiler is modified to generate time-deltas, which are the estimated cycle counts between two adjacent I/O accesses, by counting the cycles of the intermediate representation (IR) operations and using a machine description that contains information on a target processor. Since the proposed method is based on the machine-independent IR of a compiler, the method can be applied to various processors by changing the machine description. The experimental results show that the proposed method is effective in that the average estimation error is about 2% and the maximum speed-up over the corresponding instruction-set simulators is about 300 times. The proposed method is also verified in a timed functional simulation environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to advances in design methodology and semiconductor technology, many of today’s complex embedded systems are implemented as system-on-a-chips (SOCs). In such an SOC, processor cores and other system components available as intellectual properties (IPs) are integrated on a single chip. In addition to the design complexity, the lifetime of a design becomes shorter than ever before. It is very important, therefore, to reduce the design time as minimal as possible in order to fit the design in a narrow time-to-market window. Since software design is more flexible than hardware design and design errors can be corrected more easily even in the later design stage, an increasing amount of system functionality is being implemented in software running on the processor cores. An example of an SOC is shown in Fig. 1, where a processor, memories and functional blocks are connected with a system bus.

In SOC design, the fast and accurate performance analysis of a target system at a higher level of abstraction is greatly required to reduce the exploring time of the design space of the target system and to obtain guidelines on proceeding to the lower level design. As the processor core and other system components are connected with one or more buses in an SOC, the bus contention is one of the major factors that determine the target system performance. To identify how and when the bus contention occurs, the analysis of the timing at which the system components including the software component accesses the bus is required.

Fig. 1. Example of an SOC.
Various techniques have been proposed for the estimation of software timing in the mixed hardware/software systems [1]-[7]. Some works mandate long execution times since they use instruction-set simulators for cycle-accurate results. The authors of [1] addressed the problem of annotating the original C code with timing estimates guessing the compiler behavior. However, their method shows good results only on the codes generated by POLIS system since the codes always have the same structure. In [2], GNU C compiler is utilized to generate “assembler-level” C code, which can be annotated with timing information and used as a simulation model. This approach needs to run the simulation model and different simulation models for other processors. In [3], an annotated C code is generated from a functional C code or the object code generated by a target compiler and the annotated C code is simulated on a separate simulator. In Seamless [6], a method called “Compiled Code Execution” is supported. In the method, the embedded software is compiled for a host machine instead of a target CPU. As the software executes on the host, the I/O transactions are trapped and selectively translated into bus cycles that excite the surrounding hardware. The results of the method may be inaccurate since there is no way to make up for the discrepancy between the host-machine and target CPU. Innoveda’s Virtual-CPU [7] also provides compiled-code execution capability. However, no timing information is available from the compiled-code execution of the embedded software.

A simulation technology called timed functional simulation can make it possible to simulate the whole design at a functional level with timing by estimating the timing of the software components. In timed functional simulation, only the accesses in the software component to other hardware components (peripherals) are considered and the memory-mapped I/O method is assumed. Furthermore, since the memory location mapped to peripherals must remain unchanged throughout the program execution, they must be declared in the source code as specially qualified global variables which are called memory/I0 variables, and should not participate in optimizations that would increase, decrease, or delay
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any reference to the variables since the variables can have their values altered in ways not under the control of user code [10].

In this paper, we introduce a new method to generate the timings for memory/IO accesses by using a compiler. The IR codes generated for various processors are virtually all the same regardless of processors for the same source code [8]. The proposed method exploits compiled-code execution and shows decreased execution time compared to instruction-set simulators. A compiler is modified to generate executables that run on a host machine. The executable estimates and reports the times at which memory/IO accesses occur by counting the execution cycles of the IR operations between adjacent accesses to memory/IO variables.

For accurate estimation, the proposed method needs the machine description of a target machine. One section of the machine description is a table called an operation table, which specifies the size and execution cycle of each IR operation when the IR operation is translated into machine instructions. The machine description also contains other information such as the type of a processor, the number of registers, the number and kinds of functional units, and the latency of memory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed timed functional simulation is described in Section 2. The proposed time-delta generation method and its two inputs are explained in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. In Section 5, two enhancements made to increase the accuracy of the time-delta generation are described. After showing the experimental results in Section 6, conclusions are addressed in Section 7.

2. TIMED FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION

Fig. 2(a) shows a conceptual block diagram of timed functional simulation. For timed functional simulation, an algorithm described in a high-level language is compiled into an executable, called a wrapper, that runs on a host machine and has a time-delta generation function. A time-delta is an estimated cycle count between two adjacent memory/IO variable access operations. An example of time-deltas, \( \delta_1, \delta_2 \) and \( \delta_3 \), is shown in Fig. 2(b), where OP\(_1\), OP\(_2\), and OP\(_3\) are memory/IO operations. Let us assume that OP\(_1\) is a transfer to P\(_1\), OP\(_2\) is an access to MEM that is missed in CACHE, and OP\(_3\) is an access to MEM that is hit in CACHE. Only the timing between memory/IO operations is estimated in the time-delta generation since it is determined in software execution. To estimate the time-delta, the wrapper counts the execution cycles of IR operations between two memory/IO operations. Since the IR code is usually generated for scalar processors, the IR operations are scheduled to increase the accuracy of time-deltas for superscalar or VLIW processors. The wrapper also contains routines necessary for interrupt processing. The bus functional model (BFM) translates the memory/IO accesses into real chip signals according to the target CPU specification. The access time of memory/IO operations is determined by cache simulation, memory latency and the BFM that models the interaction between a target CPU and peripherals. For example, the memory latency determines the timing of the operations that load or store data from/to memory. Fig. 2(c) shows the timing in a timed functional simulation in which time-deltas shown in Fig. 2(b) are simulated. The access time of OP\(_1\), \( T_1 \) is determined in the BFM by simulating the bus signals of an embedded processor. For OP\(_2\) and OP\(_3\), the accesses are checked in CACHE to decide whether the data is in CACHE. These checking times are denoted as \( T_2 \) and \( T_3 \). As the OP\(_2\) causes a cache miss, a memory access is invoked through the BFM, which is denoted as \( T_3 \). Therefore, the access time of OP\(_2\) is the sum of \( T_2 \) and \( T_3 \).

3. TIME-DELTA GENERATION

In this paper, a method based on the portable compiler concept is proposed [8]. Since general compilers focus on the functionality and optimization of the compiled code and have no functionalities related to the timing generation of the compiled code, it is necessary to modify compilers to generate the time-deltas. To generate the time-deltas, methods to indicate the memory/IO operations and to estimate the cycles elapsed between the indicated memory/IO operations must be provided. The proposed method is based on the IR of a compiler in order to exploit the portability of compilers. An optional field, called an indicator field, is added in the IR data structure to indicate the locations of memory/IO operations in the IR code. The indicator fields are set to the name of the variables that are accessed in the memory/IO operations identified by analyzing and searching the IR code for the memory/IO variables. A variable in the IR code is accessed either by directly referring the variable name or by loading the address of the variable into a register. Therefore, the IR accessing the designated variables can be identified by searching the IR operation related to the variable names or by analyzing the IR code to find registers used for storing the addresses of the designated variables. The cycle counts between memory/IO operations are estimated by accumulating the cycle counts of IR operations. Since the cycle count of an IR operation is determined by a target machine, the cycle count can be obtained from the
machine description. To record the obtained cycle counts in the IR operations, another newly defined optional field, called a counter field, is added in the IR data structure. An example of the data structure of an IR operation is shown in Fig. 3(a), where counters for IR operations and indicators for memory/IO accesses are represented as two optional fields, TSGEN_COUNTER and TSGEN_INDICATOR.

Fig. 3. (a) Data structure of IR operation with counter and indicator fields. The shaded fields represent optional fields. (b) Sequence of IR operations. (c) Sequence of IR operations after merging optional fields in (b). (d) Sequence of IR operations obtained by inserting IR operations, OPC and OPI, for counters and indicators.

After the optional fields are set for each IR operation, the optional fields are merged to save execution time if there is no memory/IO access in a straight-line code such as basic blocks. A sequence of IR operations after merging optional fields is shown in Fig. 3(c), where the values of the counter fields of OP4 and OP7 are replaced by the sum of the counter fields of the preceding operations and the counter fields of the preceding operations are set to zero.

The merged optional fields are translated into IR operations in the final compilation step so that the added IR operations should not affect the optimization results. The counter fields are translated into IR operations that increase the total cycle counts by the cycle count in the counter field. The total cycle counts is stored in a global variable, tsgen_total_cycles, defined in the library used in time-delta generation. The indicator fields are translated into IR operations that calculate the time-deltas using the value of tsgen_total_cycles at the previous indicator and the current value of tsgen_total_cycles. The IR operations translated from the indicator field also contain calls to necessary functions at each memory/IO access to simulate the interaction with the outside of the target CPU. For example, when the target CPU has a data cache, a cache simulation function is called. In Fig. 3(d), a sequence of IR operations obtained by inserting IR operations, OPC and OPI, for counters and indicators is shown. The first OPC increases the total cycle counts by six that is the value of the counter field of OP4. The operations, OPIs, are inserted for indicator fields whose values are not null. After inserting appropriate IR operations, the IR code is translated into machine instructions.

The proposed approach has two advantages. First, since the proposed method is based on the IR code that is independent of target machines, it can be easily applied to different processors with a small modification. The second advantage is that the estimated cycle counts are more accurate than other methods because the IR operations can be modified in such a way that the effects of compiler optimizations are reflected in the time-delta generation.

4. VARIABLE LIST AND MACHINE DESCRIPTION

As shown in Fig. 4, time-delta generation needs two inputs, the variable list and machine description. In this section, the inputs are described.

4.1 Variable list

The variable list contains the list of variable names to be observed. The variables must be global variables or static variables in functions or block boundary. The IR code is searched for the IR operations that access the variables in the variable list.

4.2 Machine description

The machine description contains the information of a target processor, such as the execution cycle of each IR operation, processor architecture, memory parameter, and cache configuration. Since the IR of a compiler is independent of target machines, the IR modification routine in Fig. 4 can be used independent of target machines and only the machine description needs to be changed for other target machines.

- Operation table

The machine description contains a section called an operation table that specifies the size and execution cycle of an IR operation when the operation is translated into machine instructions. For example, in the machine description of M-CORE, the IR operation that loads a datum from memory to a register takes two cycles since the load instruction in M-CORE is executed in two cycles. The default value is one for all the IR operations, but the value can be specified by the user. To enhance the accuracy of time-delta generation, the granularity difference between an IR operation and the corresponding machine instruction code is considered in determining the execution cycle of the IR operation. A load operation is an example of granularity difference. A single load operation in an IR code is translated into multiple instructions since an additional instruction that loads an address into a register and hence additional cycles are needed. In case of ARM7, the additional instruction that loads an address into a register takes three cycles, and thus LOADARM7 which represents the cycles consumed for a load in ARM7 is six cycles. STOREARM7 that represents the cycles consumed for a store in ARM7 is five cycles.
Processor architecture
The machine description contains the type of a target processor. Since the IR code is generated for a scalar processor, for VLIW or superscalar processors such as PowerPC, additional scheduling is needed for generating more accurate time-deltas. In the proposed method, the IR code is scheduled based on the information such as the number of functional units, IR operations executed on each functional unit and the number of registers in order to estimate the real schedule on the target machine. When the average number of instructions executed in a single cycle is available, time-deltas can be generated by scaling the time-deltas obtained from a scalar machine.

The number of registers in the target machine is described in the processor architecture section of the machine description. When the number of general-purpose registers of a target machine is smaller than that of a host machine, restricting the number of general-purpose registers used in simulation enhances the accuracy of time-delta generation. For example, M-CORE has only 16 general-purpose registers and restricting the number of register used in the proposed time-delta generation tool yields a good estimation result. This is because the number of general-purpose registers affects the result of compiler optimizations. Especially, the number of instructions that save and restore registers into and from memory is heavily affected by the number of registers.

A compiler must be modified to use only the registers specified in the machine description so that the time-delta generation tool can be used for simulating various processors. This can be achieved by making the register allocation routine take parameters specifying the number of registers used for register allocation. Since the register allocation routine of a compiler generally deals with only general-purpose registers, restricting the registers is more effective for a target processor with few general-purpose registers.

Memory parameter
The machine description also contains the latency of memory that determines that latency of load instructions. In the timed functional simulation, a load operation must wait until data is ready from the memory, whereas a store operation can go on to the next operation by writing data into a write buffer.

Cache configuration
To generate time-deltas for a target processor with caches, the parameters for cache configuration such as the size of cache, the number of ways, associativity, replacement policy, and write policy are described in the machine description. A cache simulator [11] is provided in the time-delta generation library in order to include the effects of data and instruction caches. Data cache is simulated by calling the cache simulator at every memory access. When the configuration of cache is given in the machine description, an IR operation representing a call to a cache simulation function is inserted at the location of an indicator. In addition to the function call, IR operations that save the address and data of each memory access as arguments of the cache simulation function are inserted. Instead of assembly instructions, the IR operations are used because direct insertion of assembly instructions is possible only after the assembly code is generated and in that case, the inserted assembly instructions may cause some problems in branch operations and require register saving and restoring not to disturb the data flow.

Instruction cache is simulated by assigning a virtual address to each IR operation since the real address is known after code generation and it is very hard to translate the program counter of each machine instruction into the address of IR operation. Since the size of instructions is important in instruction cache simulation, the size of an IR operation is obtained from the operation table. Each IR operation is assigned a virtual address when IR code is generated. Similarly to data cache, IR operations that call a cache simulation function with a virtual address are inserted before each IR operation. Cache miss penalty is modeled as additional clock cycles.

To speed up the simulation with a cache, the hit or miss of a cache access can be estimated by comparing a random number and the desired hit ratio, $R_{hit}$ of the cache. To estimate the hit or miss of a cache access, a random number between 0.0 and 1.0 is generated and compared to $R_{hit}$. If the random number is larger than $R_{hit}$ the cache access is estimated to cause a miss and a cache function that deals with cache misses is called. Otherwise, the access is estimated as a hit.

5. ENHANCED TIME-DELTA GENERATION
The accuracy of time functional simulation will be enhanced a target compiler is provided and interrupt processing is considered.

5.1 Target compiler
When a compiler for a target CPU is available, the time-delta can be made more accurate by using the target compiler. The cycle counts between accesses to memory/IO variables can be calculated by compiling an application using the target compiler, which is used for generating the IR code to be translated into the assembly code in the final compilation step. The calculated cycle counts are stored in the counter fields of host-machine IR operations instead of the cycle counts in the operation table. Since the variables to be observed are specially qualified not to be optimized, the accesses to the memory/IO variables are not deleted after optimization. Therefore, the access corresponding to an access in target assembly code can be always found in the host-machine executable. To find the accesses to the designated memory/IO variables in the target IR code, the IR code is searched in the same way that is used to set the indicator fields.

5.2 Interrupts
To process interrupts in timed functional simulation, a method to process interrupts must be provided in the time-delta generation. In the proposed method, interrupt service routines (ISRs) are assumed to be provided by the user. Unlike ISSs in which interrupt requests are checked after each instruction, interrupt requests cannot be checked in the execution of compiled-code, and thus they are processed using traps on a host machine to service the interrupts as soon as possible after interrupts are requested.

When an interrupt is requested from a peripheral hardware, the wrapper causes a software trap on the host with the trap number indicating the requested interrupt. In the host-machine ISR, a target ISR corresponding to the trap number is identified and the target ISR provided by the user is called.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We developed a time-delta generation tool by modifying GNU C compiler (GCC) [9]. The code quality of GCC is reported to be better than commercial compilers for some machines. In the modified GCC, two newly defined optional fields, the counter and indicator fields, are inserted in the RTL code that is generated from the front end. The library needed for time-delta generation, such as cache simulators and host-machine ISRs for interrupt processing, was also developed.

Fig. 5 shows the total estimation error (TEE) and average error (AVE) of time-deltas when the host executables are generated without machine-dependent optimizations. TEE and AVE are calculated as follows.

\[
TEE = \frac{C_{\text{iss}} - C_{\text{tsgcc}}}{C_{\text{iss}}} \quad \text{and} \quad AVE = \text{AVERAGE} \left( \frac{\delta_{\text{target}} - \delta_{\text{tsgcc}}}{\delta_{\text{iss}}} \right),
\]

where \(C_{\text{iss}}\) and \(C_{\text{tsgcc}}\) are the total number of execution cycles measured on the ISS and that estimated by tsgcc, respectively, and \(\delta_{\text{target}}\) and \(\delta_{\text{tsgcc}}\) are time-deltas measured on the ISS and that estimated by tsgcc, respectively. The AVE represents the average errors between two time-deltas generated from the ISS and tsgcc. The average TEE over benchmark programs is about 0.64% for ARM, 1.22% for M-CORE and -0.51% for PowerPC. The TEE of M-CORE is larger than those of ARM and PowerPC, because of the large granularity difference between M-CORE instruction and RTL operations, whereas the difference is small in cases of ARM and PowerPC.

As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the proposed method shows good accuracy in both unoptimized and optimized cases because it is based on the IR of a compiler. When an IR operation is deleted, inserted or moved in the back-end optimization, the counter of the deleted IR operation is also deleted, inserted or moved since the counter is associated with the optional field of the IR data structure. This means that the effect of optimization is directly reflected in the proposed time-delta generation.

Fig. 7 shows the estimation errors when the number of registers used in tsgcc is not restricted to the number of registers in M-CORE. The TEE and AVE without register restriction are experimented to show the effect of the number of registers. In this case, the TEE and AVE are increased to 19.84% and 17.82%, respectively, while the TEE and AVE with register restriction are
3.65% and 3.92%, respectively. Comparing the errors in Fig. 7, we can know that tsgcc can underestimate the execution time if more registers are provided than the real CPU has. However, with restricting the number of registers to that of M-CORE, the error is reduced since the smaller number of registers leads to more load and store operations. This result shows that restricting the number of registers is very effective in enhancing the accuracy of the time-delta generation.

The differences in TEEs obtained in the cache simulation and the estimation using random numbers are shown in Fig. 8, where the average difference in TEE is 0.93%. The simulation is speeded up by six times when the estimation is used instead of the cache simulation. From the results in Fig. 8, we can know that the estimation of cache misses using random numbers is effective in reducing simulation times.

The speed-up of compiled-code execution over ISS is shown in Table 1. The maximum speed-up occurs with the MPEG2 encoder program. The time-delta generation tool runs about 300 times faster than ISS. The speed-up becomes larger in programs with longer execution time.

The proposed method is effective in that the average error is about 2% and the maximum speed-up over ISS is about 300 times. The proposed method is also verified in a timed functional simulation and the maximum speed-up is about 300 times. The proposed method is also verified in a timed functional simulation environment.

Table 1. Speed-up of host-code execution over ISS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>ARM</th>
<th>MCORE</th>
<th>PPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADPCM</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G721</td>
<td>18.91</td>
<td>26.44</td>
<td>25.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>342.05</td>
<td>298.25</td>
<td>280.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Differences in TEEs obtained in the cache simulation and the estimation using random numbers and $R_{\text{avg}} = 0.95$.

The differences in TEEs obtained in the cache simulation and the estimation using random numbers are shown in Fig. 8, where the average difference in TEE is 0.93%. The simulation is speeded up by six times when the estimation is used instead of the cache simulation. From the results in Fig. 8, we can know that the estimation of cache misses using random numbers is effective in reducing simulation times.

The speed-up of compiled-code execution over ISS is shown in Table 1. The maximum speed-up occurs with the MPEG2 encoder program. The time-delta generation tool runs about 300 times faster than ISS. The speed-up becomes larger in programs with longer execution time.

In this paper, we have presented a new time-delta generation method. The generation of accurate time-delta is crucial to performance estimation and architecture exploration. In the proposed method, a compiler is modified to generate time-deltas by counting the cycles of the IR operations and using the machine description that contains information on a target processor such as the number of the cycles of each IR operation and the number of registers. Since the proposed method is based on the IR of a compiler, the method can be easily retargeted by changing the machine description. The experimental results show that the proposed method is effective in that the average error is about 2% and the maximum speed-up over ISS is about 300 times. The proposed method is also verified in a timed functional simulation environment.
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